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 Grade/Subject  9-10 English 

Unit Title The Self and Nature: Exploring Human Relationships with Nature 

Overview of Unit This unit will teach students to use literary and rhetorical analysis when reading texts in 
order to explore the ways in which people understand their relationship with and their 
responsibility to the natural world. Having a new awareness of their own relationships 
with nature, students will create digital informational texts that demonstrate their 
understanding that all literature that takes a stance or a position, and that all writers use 
the selection of details to do so.  

Pacing  4-8 weeks  

 

Background Information For The Teacher 

Rationale 
This unit will focus on the exploration of relationships between human beings and nature and will ask students 
to consider how those relationships are fostered and how they reflect our sense of ethics as well as American 
cultural values (Cultural values include the time, place, ethnicity, and socioeconomic conditions from which our 
values emerge.  The aspect of culture for unit focus may be determined in part by the books available at the 
teacher’s school.) Because of the increasing industrial and technological changes in our society, we are often 
pulled away from the natural world; those changes have an effect on the natural world around us (from oil 
spills to climate change) and those effects raise the question of what nature’s relationship is with us – is it a 
supply of resources to fuel our progress? Is it a resource to be preserved? Is it the site in which we find our 
“true” selves? In order for students to care about nature or make decisions that are good for the natural world, 
they must explore how those relationships with nature are formed. Learning to analyze the ways our sense of 
ethics, cultural values, personal goals, literary texts and other forms of art influence our relationship with 
nature will ultimately help us make informed decisions about the way we treat the natural world. This is 
especially important in the age of incessant information. Learning to parse through information, understand 
how choice of detail creates a point of view, and learning to evaluate the arguments of others will ultimately 
lead to students becoming more informed global citizens. 
 
Key Learning 
By the end of the unit students will have moved from just understanding that there IS a relationship between a 
central idea and supporting details towards a more complex understanding of HOW the big idea is formed and 
developed by specific choices. They will operate initially on a basic level of understanding about reasoning that 
is either sufficient or not for a sound argument and move toward a more sophisticated understanding of the 
ways fallacious reasoning and false statements are used to persuade. They will use academic discourse with 
peers as a means to explore their own, their classmates, and others’ point of view. They will build on their 
ability to compare and contrast two texts for their treatment of a theme or main idea by putting several 
significant texts in conversation with each other, analyzing how each addresses related themes and concepts 
with a more critical, and cultural lens. Students will have already learned to write informational texts that 
convey or explore ideas, but this unit will teach them to do so with closer attention to the selection and 
organization of particular details that will enhance their writing.  
 
This unit will help students to be more informed and to think more critically in order to be more successful in 
the global society of the 21st century. Given the highly digitalized world in which they live, students have 
information at their fingertips; this unit gives them the skills to question and evaluate the myriad information 
available to them.  
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Ultimately, they will make better-informed decisions in school, in their careers, their consumption choices, 
their interactions with nature, in the voting booth, and in all aspects of their personal lives. To do so they will 
learn to read between and beneath the lines of rhetoric that attempt to convince them to adopt a point of 
view on any number of issues—a process of persuasion that will affect the quality of their lives and of every 
other life form on the planet.  
 
Displaced Concepts 
This unit represents a shift in thinking about what students can and should do.  One such displaced concept is 
that some students are not capable of comprehending complex texts or synthesizing multiple texts. When best 
practices (e.g., scaffolding through use of modeling and guided practice with gradual release of responsibility) 
are used in classrooms every day, all students are capable of learning to access and discuss, and write about 
grade-level texts. 
 
Another concept displaced by the unit is the assumption that students should be writing 5-paragraph essays. 
The formulaic 5-paragraph essay does not always lend itself to the authentic thinking and writing that students 
need to do. The structure and formula of such essays can limit students’ writing to be more about proving a set 
idea and less exploratory or insightful in terms of the thinking process. That formula also establishes an 
artificial structure for an essay that doesn’t allow students to understand that organization of ideas and details 
is integral to the development of a central idea or argument – the paragraphs have to go in that particular 
order for a reason, and it’s not “first, second, third.” 
 
In the past, class discussion has often been teacher-led and for the purpose of assessing what students know. 
Academic discourse in this unit is designed to allow students to think and question, to consider multiple 
perspectives, to revise their theories, to enter a larger global conversation around a subject, text, (often 
multiple texts) by asking students to lead with their question and their ideas. It is more often used to explore 
and debate than it is to assess. Class discussion can still be used to assess, but instead of assessing knowledge, 
it’s about assessing understanding and the ability to think, reason, and question. 
 
Changes from Past Practice 
In past ELA classes, many students were called upon to work with one text at a time. This unit has students 
integrate multiple sources of information and analyze a subject or topic in multiple sources or mediums, which 
requires them to consider multiple perspectives and synthesize a variety of material—both fiction and 
nonfiction.   
 
In the previous NHPS curriculum, most units focused on fictional texts; this unit focuses on both fiction and 
nonfiction, with an emphasis on the latter. Students will need to understand the distinctions between the two 
and will practice both literary and rhetorical analysis when reading.  
 
In the past, teachers often used students’ personal connections to a text to assess understanding. This unit 
requires reading with a more critical lens and text-based evidence of understanding. The previous ninth and 
tenth grade NHPS curriculum focused more on student-identity and student-response as a way into text; this 
unit focuses more on close analytic reading of non-fiction with an increased awareness of the relationship 
between an author’s subject, purpose, intended audience and specific choices. Students will use the same 
critical reading skills and text-based approach when reading fiction to ascertain theme and an author’s big 
ideas. 
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Possible Teacher Misconceptions  
In the past, teachers have taught about nature in works of fiction and poetry.  However, this unit will focus on 
relationships with nature as it is represented in a variety of genre, including scientific and non-print texts.  
Teachers might believe they need to know how to teach all the technology skills required to produce some of 
the work suggested in this unit; however, where technology is involved, the students may know more than the 
teacher!  Students can figure things out and teach each other.  Similarly, teachers might think they need to be 
experts on nature to teach this unit; however, the focus is on reading and writing informational texts in a 
variety of media. 

Essential Questions 

 What, if any, is our ethical responsibility to the non-human natural world?  

 To what extent do our cultural and personal values impact our relationship with nature? 

 How does text influence our understanding of our place in the natural world? 

 How do writers use the selection of detail to take a stand? 

Core Standards 

Reading Literature 
(RL) 

Reading 
Information (RI) 

Writing (W) Speaking and 
Listening (SL) 

Language (L) 

RL.9-10.1 RI.9-10.1 W.9-10.2 SL.9-10.1 L.9-10.1 

RL.9-10.2 RI.9-10.2 W.9-10.7 SL.9-10.2 L.9-10.2 

RL.9-10.4     RI.9-10.6 W.9-10.8  L.9-10.3 

RL.9-10.5 RI.9-10.7 W.9-10.9   
 

ISTE Standards 

(http://www.iste.org/standards/nets-for-students.aspx)  
TBD 

K-U-D 

KNOW 
Facts, names, dates, places 
information, vocabulary 

 A working definition of nature/the natural world 

 The characteristics of genre 

 The meanings of and/or differences between:  
o argument vs. opinion  
o analysis 
o rhetoric  
o valid reasoning vs. fallacious reasoning 
o cultural context  
o academic discourse 

UNDERSTAND 
Big ideas, generalizations, 
principles, ideas that transfer 
across situations 

 That arguments can be simple or complex, overt or subtle 

 That rhetoric is used everywhere—not just in written texts or the 
academic setting 

 That there is a connection between cultural values and the literature of 
the time  

 That there is a connection between our cultural values and our 
relationship with nature 

http://www.iste.org/standards/nets-for-students.aspx
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 That discourse can be used to explore—not just to show what we know 

 That the sources we chose to support our stance and the choices we 
make in our own writing can indicate, reveal, or intentionally  
communicate a bias or personal stance  

DO  
Skills of the discipline, social 
skills, production skills, processes 
(usually verbs/verb phrases).   

 Determine a central theme or main idea of a text 

 Explain how the parts of a text work together as a whole 

 Cite evidence to support theories about a text 

 Consider multiple perspectives, varying opinions, and counter-
arguments in reading, writing and academic discourse 

 Question and theorize about texts in preparation for academic 
discourse 

 Compare and contrast the structure and details of two texts to 
determine writer’s purpose, stance, bias 

 Analyze the cultural context of a story or informational text to better 
understand the relationship between the reason and purpose for the 
text and the writer’s choices. 

 Conduct research to gather relevant information from multiple print 
and digital sources to support their point of view in their own 
informational writing  

 Draw evidence from literary and informational text to support analysis, 
reflection and research 

 Write informative texts to examine a complex topic 

 Question and theorize about language choices and their impact on 
meaning and tone. 

 

Possible Student Misconceptions for this Unit 

 Students often mistake non-fiction for gospel truth—failing to ask questions or consider the ways in 
which informational texts present a point of view in their selection or omission of particular details 

 Students don’t always understand that all writing, fiction, nonfiction and poetry, can reflect a writer or 
speaker’s point of view.  

 Students often think that anyone reading a piece of literature is the intended audience and therefore 
fail to understand that authors are intentional in their choices in order to communicate a point of view 
to a particular audience.   

 Students don’t always recognize or understand the connection between cultural values and the 
treatment of nature. 

 Students assume that class discussion is only a place to show what they know—not to explore, 
question, or challenge ideas.  

 Students are accustomed to class discussion that is call and response--led by the teacher so that 
students can answer questions that demonstrate knowledge; this unit asks students to prepare for and 
lead discussion in a more exploratory fashion. 
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Unit Assessment/Performance Task 

Part 1 (75 minutes):  Constructed Response 
Students will read, analyze, compare and contrast the ways in which two public service announcements 
portray the relationship between humans and the natural world.  They will then answer constructed response 
questions to demonstrate their understanding of the stance or position taken in each text, to explain how the 
selection of details helps to reveal this position, and to explain how the cultural contexts of each text might 
impact the author/speaker’s position as well.  
 
Suggested questions: 

1.  What is the author’s/creator’s stance in this work?  Identify and explain the connection between the 
language, imagery, symbols, etc., that indicate this stance. 

2. How does this work reflect the cultural context in which it was created?  How do the details reflect the 
cultural context? Students may think of cultural context in terms of the time, place, ethnicity, and 
socioeconomic conditions in which the work was created. 

3. Compare and contrast the ways each PSA targets a particular audience.  Explain how the selection of 
detail targets that specific audience and for a particular purpose. 

 
Part 2 (two weeks):  Digital PSA  
Students will work together in small groups to compose a digital public service announcement that 
demonstrates their ability to intentionally construct a text that explores and, through its use of details and 
other rhetorical devices, ultimately conveys a stand on an issue between humans and the natural world. They 
will draw evidence from either literary or informational texts as well as non-print media (paintings, songs, 
photographs, video, billboards, etc.) to support their analysis, reflection and presentation of that issue.  
 
Presumably, after several weeks of reading, writing, thinking, discussing, exploring and recording observations 
about nature, the students will have a heightened awareness and new concern for a particular issue regarding 
the human relationship with the natural world. That issue is the focus of their PSA. Once they have chosen a 
specific audience, the students will make deliberate choices (which information, images, music, allusions, text, 
data to include, how it will all be ordered, arranged, delivered) that reflect their issue, their desired outcome 
or “so what?” to best reach that audience. In other words, it should be very clear from their selection of 
details what their issue and stand is and what they’d like to see happen as a result of their PSA. 
 
To explain the thinking involved in the creation of their PSA, students will also write a reflective piece that 
explains their choices and how each is instrumental in reaching their particular audience on the issue.  
 
See rubrics at end of unit. 
 

 

Suggested Texts 

Title Author BRIEF Synopsis Genre Lexile 

“Invitation” Mary Oliver  Poetry  

“Breakage” Mary Oliver  Poetry  

“Nothing Gold 
Can Stay” 

Robert Frost  Poetry  
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Leaves of Grass 
or Songs of 
Myself 

Walt Whitman  Poetry  

Ceremony Leslie Marmon Silko  Poetry  

Turtle Island Gary Snyder  Poetry  

“Frost at 
Midnight” 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge  Poetry  

Creation 
stories from 
around the 
world 

http://www.gly.uga.edu/
railsback 
/CS/CSIndex.html 

This web site provides links to stories 
explaining the origin of the Earth and 
of human society. 

Myth  

Whalesong Robert Siegel The classic fable of Hruna the 
humpback whale and his journey into 
love, mystery, and spiritual awakening 
in the waters of the world. 

Children’s 
Fiction 

 

“To Build a 
Fire” 

Jack London The short story by Jack London, “To 
Build a Fire” is about a newcomer to 
the Yukon Territory and his journey as 
he travels the Yukon Trail with 
his wolf-dog to meet his friends at an 
old claim. Because he is “without 
imagination” and has no fear of the 
cold, he makes several mistakes that 
prove fatal.     

Short Story 1100 

The Lorax Dr. Seuss The Lorax chronicles the plight of the 
environment and the Lorax, who 
speaks for the trees against the greedy 
Once-ler. (Preview trailer for the 
Disney film: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1b
HdzTUNw-4) 

Movie and 
Storybook 

560 

The Giving Tree Shel Silverstein The book details the events occurring 
throughout the life of a small boy, and 
the friendship that he shares with a 
tree—with which he is apparently able 
to communicate. 

Storybook 530 

Lord of the 
Flies 

William Golding A plane crashes during a wartime 
evacuation and a group of young boys 
create a primitive civilization on an 
uninhabited island. 

Novel 770 

Hatchet Gary Paulsen Brian Robeson is a thirteen year-old 
son of divorced parents. As he travels 
on a Cessna 406 bush plane to visit his 
father in the oil fields in northern 
Canada for the summer, the pilot 
suffers a heart attack and dies; Brian 

Novel 1020 

http://www.gly.uga.edu/railsback%0b/CS/CSIndex.html
http://www.gly.uga.edu/railsback%0b/CS/CSIndex.html
http://www.gly.uga.edu/railsback%0b/CS/CSIndex.html
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tries to land the plane, but ends up 
crash-landing into a lake in the forest, 
saving nothing but his hatchet—a gift 
his mother gave him shortly before his 
plane departed—and his own life. 

California Blue David Klass Discovering a beautiful blue butterfly, 
John is forced to choose between an 
important cause and his own 
townspeople when he learns that the 
butterfly is unique in all the world and 
that the local mill must be closed in 
order to save it. 

Novel 820 

Hoot Carl Hiaasen This is an ecological mystery, made up 
of endangered miniature owls, the 
Mother Paula's All-American Pancake 
House scheduled to be built over their 
burrows, and the owls' unlikely allies--
three middle school kids determined 
to beat the screwed-up adult system. 

Novel 760 

The Road Cormac McCarthy The Road is an apocalyptic tale of a 
journey of a father and his young son 
over a period of several months, across 
a landscape blasted by an unspecified 
cataclysm that has destroyed most of 
civilization and, in the intervening 
years, almost all life on Earth. 

Novel 670 

The Hunger 
Games 

Suzanne Collins In futuristic Panem, Katniss Everdeen is 
chosen to represent her district in the 
Hunger Games, an annual contest in 
which adolescents fight to the death.  

Novel 810 

Sand County 
Almanac 
(Selections) 

Aldo Leopold Leopold, whose seminal work in the 
U.S. Forest Service and in books and 
magazines helped shape the 
conservation movement in this 
country, holds that nothing that 
disturbs the balance of nature is right. 
Much of Almanac elaborates on this 
basic premise as well as on Leopold's 
view that it is something of a human 
duty to preserve as much wild land as 
possible, as a kind of bank for the 
biological future of all species. 

Essays 1360 
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Walden Henry David Thoreau By immersing himself in nature, 
Thoreau hoped to gain a more 
objective understanding of society 
through personal introspection. Simple 
living and self-sufficiency were 
Thoreau's other goals, and the whole 
project was inspired by 
transcendentalist philosophy, a central 
theme of the American Romantic 
Period. 

Essays 1200 

The Story of 
Earth 

National Geographic 
Channel (UK) 
 
http://natgeotv.com/uk/
the-story-of-earth 

This CGI movie illustrates the 
formation and evolution of Earth and 
looks into the future to see what may 
be in store for our home over the next 
five billion years. 

Documentary  

The Origin of 
the Species 
Selections 

Charles Darwin In a book that remains as controversial 
and influential today as it was when it 
was published over a century ago, 
Darwin develops his theory of 
evolution based on natural selection. 
 

Non-fiction 1450 

Ad Council 
PSAs 

www.adcouncil.org/Our-
Work/PSA-Catalog 

A repository of PSAs by year and by 
theme 

  

Gasland Josh Fox, dir.  
http://www.gaslandthe
movie.com/  

Produced by HBO, this documentary 
focuses on communities in the United 
States impacted by natural gas drilling 
and, specifically, fracking. 

Documentary  

Green Fire David Steinke, dir. 
http://www.greenfiremo
vie.com/ 

The first full-length documentary film 
ever made about environmentalist 
Aldo Leopold, Green Fire highlights 
Leopold’s career, tracing how he 
shaped and influenced the modern 
environmental movement.  

Documentary  

An 
Inconvenient 
Truth 

Davis Guggenheim, dir. 
http://www.takepart.co
m/an-inconvenient-truth 

This 2006 film focuses on former 
United States Vice President Al Gore’s 
campaign to educate citizens about 
global warming. 

Documentary  

The Romantics 
- Nature 

Peter Ackroyd, dir. 
http://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=IdEqFouF5A
E 

A BBC documentary published on 
YouTube, this film uses the Romantics 
of the 19th century to explore human 
relationships with nature. 
 

  

 

 

http://natgeotv.com/uk/the-story-of-earth
http://natgeotv.com/uk/the-story-of-earth
http://www.adcouncil.org/Our-Work/PSA-Catalog
http://www.adcouncil.org/Our-Work/PSA-Catalog
http://www.gaslandthemovie.com/
http://www.gaslandthemovie.com/
http://www.greenfiremovie.com/
http://www.greenfiremovie.com/
http://www.takepart.com/an-inconvenient-truth
http://www.takepart.com/an-inconvenient-truth
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Supplemental Materials and Resources 

Web sites that focus on our relationship with the environment 

 Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna 
http://www.cites.org/ 

 Conservation International (Europe) 
http://www.conservation.org/global/europe/Pages/about-ci-europe.aspx 

 Earthwatch Institute 
http://www.earthwatch.org/aboutus/ 

 National Park Service 
http://www.nps.gov/index.htm?PHPSESSID=198f5c2b9cc3e154310cd25673cd8eab 

 National Wildlife Federation 
http://nwf.org 

 NASA 
www.naasa.gove/multimedia/psa 

 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php 

 World Wildlife Federation 
http://wwf.org/ 

 Wikipedia offers this list of environmental organizations around the world 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_environmental_organizations 

 
Magazines 

 Orion 
http://www.orionmagazine.org/ 

 National Geographic 
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/ 

 The Environmental Magazine 
http://www.emagazine.com/ 

 
Books that might be used for student materials or as teacher resources: 

 Anderson, Lorraine.  Literature and the Environment: A Reader on Nature and Culture 

 Caplow, Florence, and  Susan A Cohen (eds.). Wildbranch: An Anthology of Nature, Environmental, and 
Place-based Writing  

 Clark, Timothy.  The Cambridge Introduction to Literature and the Environment (Cambridge Introductions 
to Literature)  

 Cronon, William.  Challenges in the Land 

 Cronon, William. Uncommon Ground 

 Dixon, Terrell (ed.) City Wilds: Essays and Stories about Urban Nature  

 Loori, John Daido. The Way of Mountains and Rivers: Teachings on Zen and the Environment  

 Mabey, Richard. The Oxford Book of Nature Writing 

 Murray, John A. Wild Africa: Three Centuries of Nature Writing from Africa 

 Nash, Roderick Frazier. Wilderness and the American Mind 
 

 

http://www.cites.org/
http://www.conservation.org/global/europe/Pages/about-ci-europe.aspx
http://www.earthwatch.org/aboutus/
http://www.nps.gov/index.htm?PHPSESSID=198f5c2b9cc3e154310cd25673cd8eab
http://nwf.org/
http://www.naasa.gove/multimedia/psa
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php
http://wwf.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_environmental_organizations
http://www.orionmagazine.org/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Florence%20Caplow&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
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Academic Vocabulary 

Academic Vocabulary 
Analysis, cultural context, academic discourse 
 
Domain-Specific Vocabulary 
Rhetoric, valid reasoning vs. fallacious reasoning  
 
Unit-Specific Vocabulary 
N/A 
 
Text-Specific Vocabulary 
This will depend on the texts and student ability. Less is more. 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

History/Social Studies:  The focus of the unit is critical analysis of perspectives on our relationship with the 
environment according to different cultural contexts.  Students will engage in a variety of activities, such as 
critical discourse and informational writing, to enhance their comprehension of human beings’ effects on the 
environment in different cultural contexts.  The unit questions the ethical nature of our behavior and the effect 
on the environment of our choices. 
 
Science: Similarly, this unit also aligns with science because through the discipline of science we come to 
understand the impact of our choices on the environment and our place in it. 

 

Suggested Learning Activities/Possible Lesson Focuses 

In order to learn: Students might: 

To develop a working definition of nature/the 
natural world and explore the connection 
between cultural values and our relationship 
with nature 

 analyze images of nature in our culture across time to 
consider what is emphasized and what is absent in each 
treatment in order to explore the relationship between 
human beings and nature 

 keep a nature observation journal.  (This journal could help 
them to explore ideas they will later write about in 
informative texts.) 

To learn how to build sound arguments  engage in formal and informal debate  

To recognize that rhetoric is used 
everywhere—not just in written texts or the 
academic setting 
 

 collect and examine everyday rhetoric from home, work, 
media (examples: t-shirts, billboards, commercials, graffiti, 
posters, etc.) to identify what is emphasized and what isn’t 
and why the creator made those choices in selection. 

To recognize that arguments can be simple, 
complex, overt and subtle 
 

 engage in a number of activities such as “I Wonder Why” 
questioning and theorizing, generating and recording of 
questions for the characters or speaker, as well as questions 
for the authors that will be used in discourse. 
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To understand that there is a connection 
between cultural values and the literature of 
our time as well as our relationship with 
nature 
 

 collaborate to create a timeline identifying key economic 
and cultural events in our history and their effects on the 
environment. 

 build on this activity by placing a selection of literary and 
informational texts on this timeline and discussing the 
relationship between text and context. 

To understand that discourse can be used to 
explore—not just show what we know 

 design a questionnaire to gather information about a 
community’s (the school; school and family; school, family, 
and neighborhood….) views on environmental topics and 
produce a report on the results. 

To learn that the sources we choose to 
support our stance and the choices we make 
in our own writing can indicate or reveal, or 
intentionally communicate a bias or personal 
stance 

 conduct research on a topic to draw on a variety of media 
and analyze it for the author’s role, the work’s audience and 
format, its topic, and the argument(s) and 
counterargument(s).  Students might devise a role play in 
which they take on the role of author of the works to 
evaluate the work for bias as it is revealed through the 
selection of detail. 

To determine a central theme or main idea of 
a text 

 engage in discourse using laddered questions or “I Wonder 
Why” questions and theorizing to generate ideas about 
theme or main idea. 

To explain how the parts of a text work 
together as a whole 

 participate in literature circles. 

To cite evidence to support theories about a 
text 

 work in teams to prepare and present arguments about the 
text. 

To practice considering multiple perspectives, 
varying opinions, and counter-arguments in 
reading, writing and academic discourse 
 

 build on the previous activity by engaging in activities that 
challenge their arguments.  These activities might include 
debates, courtroom style cross-examinations, or panel 
discussions or visual representations of varying and/or 
conflict ideas. 

To analyze the structure and details of several 
texts to determine writers’ purpose, stance, 
and bias on the same issue  

 compare and contrast visual texts such as commercials, 
print ads, paintings and photographs—examining the 
structure of details—making inferences about each choice 
and its impact on the intended audience. 

To learn how to better analyze the cultural 
context of a story or informational text  

 conduct mini-digital research projects to learn more about 
the era, history, and people of a particular text. 

 use the timelines from above to make inferences about how 
each event might impact the literature of a time.  

 choose 5 key events or geographic particulars that have 
helped to shape their lifetime (until now). Students could 
use those key events to theorize about how they might 
impact the cultural values and therefore the literature of an 
era. 

To conduct research to gather relevant 
information from multiple print and digital 
sources to support their point of view in their 

 compile, share, and discuss researched, relevant 
information from multiple print and digital sources 
throughout the unit. 
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own informational writing 
 

 mine all Socratic Seminar notes and materials for such 
information. 

To draw evidence from literary and 
informational text to support analysis, 
reflection, and research  
 

 build on the same technique from earlier (students will 
compare and contrast visual texts such as commercials, 
print ads, paintings and photographs—examining the 
structure of details—making inferences about each choice 
and its impact on the intended audience) to make their own 
visual texts that draw evidence from literary and 
informational text to support their own ideas, reflection and 
research.  

To write informative texts to examine a 
complex topic 

 engage in a number of thinking and writing activities from 
the book They Say, I Say and combine these writing 
activities with visuals and references from the bullet above. 

 

Suggested Formative Assessment Practices/Processes 

 News journals that require students to track a specific environmental issue 

 Nature journals recording observations, reflections, connections between humans and nature 

 Articles of the week that focus on topics under discussion in class and require a student to assess the 
article for content, structure, purpose, bias.  

 Focused around a text or topic, a Socratic Seminar planned, prepared and implemented by the students, 
observed by the teacher 

 1-2 pages “Assertion Papers” that analyze informational texts for the author’s assertion and craft. 

 Answering text-dependent questions. 
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Scoring Rubrics for Performance Task 

Rubric for Part One: PSA Analysis 

 

2-Point Analyze/Integrate Information Rubric 

 

2 

 

The response gives sufficient evidence of the ability to analyze the PSAs’ purpose and stance, the techniques used 

to support the stance and reach a targeted audience, and the cultural context reflected in the PSA. 

 

 

1 

 

The response gives limited evidence of the ability to analyze the PSAs’ purpose and stance, the techniques used 

to support the stance and reach a targeted audience, and the cultural context reflected in the PSA. 

 

 

0 

 

A response gets no credit if it provides no evidence of the ability to analyze the PSAs’ purpose and stance, the 

techniques used to support the stance and reach a targeted audience, and the cultural context reflected in the 

PSA. 
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Rubric for Part 2: PSA 

 

 

Score 

Statement of Purpose/Focus and 

Organization 

Development: Language and Elaboration 

of Evidence 

 

 

Conventions 

Statement of 

Purpose/Focus 

Organization Elaboration of 

Evidence 

Language and 

Vocabulary 

 

 

 

 

4 

The PSA is fully 

sustained and 

consistently and 

purposefully 

focused: 

 Controlling idea or 
main idea about 
humans and the 
natural world  is 
focused, clearly 
stated, and 
strongly 
maintained 

 Controlling idea or 
main idea is 
introduced and 
communicated 
clearly within the 
context 

The response has a 

clear and effective 

organizational structure 

creating unity and 

completeness:  

 use of a variety of 
transitional strategies 

 logical progression of 
ideas from beginning 
to end 

 effective introduction 
and conclusion for 
audience and purpose 

 strong connection 
among ideas, with 
some syntactic variety 

The response 

provides thorough 

and convincing 

support/evidence for 

the controlling idea or 

main idea that 

includes the effective 

use of sources, facts, 

and details. The 

response achieves 

substantial depth that 

is specific and 

relevant: 

 use of evidence 
from sources is 
smoothly integrated, 
comprehensive, 
relevant, and 
concrete 

 effective use of a 
variety of 
elaborative 
techniques 

The response 

clearly and 

effectively 

expresses ideas, 

using precise 

language: 

 use of academic 
and domain-
specific 
vocabulary is 
clearly 
appropriate for 
the audience and 
purpose 

The response 

demonstrates a 

strong 

command of 

conventions: 

 few, if any, 
errors are 
present in 
usage and 
sentence 
formation 

 effective and 
consistent use 
of 
punctuation, 
capitalization, 
and spelling 

 

 

 

 

3 

The response is 

adequately 

sustained and 

generally focused: 

 focus on humans 
and the natural 
world is clear and 
for the most part 
maintained, 
though some 
loosely related 
material may be 
present 

 some context for 
the controlling 
idea or main idea 
of the topic is 
adequate 

The response has an 

evident organizational 

structure and a sense 

of completeness, 

though there may be 

minor flaws and some 

ideas may be loosely 

connected: 

 adequate use of 
transitional strategies 
with some variety 

 adequate progression 
of ideas from 
beginning to end 

 adequate introduction 
and conclusion 

 adequate, if slightly 
inconsistent, 
connection among 
ideas 

The response 

provides adequate 

support/evidence for 

controlling idea and 

main idea that 

includes the use of 

sources, facts, and 

details: 

 some evidence from 
sources is 
integrated, though 
citations may be 
general or imprecise 

 adequate use of 
some elaborative 
techniques 

The response 

adequately 

expresses ideas, 

employing a mix of 

precise with more 

general language: 

 use of domain-
specific 
vocabulary is 
generally 
appropriate for 
the audience and 
purpose 

The response 

demonstrates 

an adequate 

command of 

conventions: 

 some errors 
in usage and 
sentence 
formation 
may be 
present, but 
no systematic 
pattern of 
errors is 
displayed 

 adequate use 
of 
punctuation, 
capitalization, 
and spelling  
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Score 

Statement of Purpose/Focus and 

Organization 

Development: Language and Elaboration 

of Evidence 
 

 

Conventions 

Statement of 

Purpose/Focus 

Organization Elaboration of 

Evidence 

Language and 

Vocabulary 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

The response is 

somewhat sustained 

and may have a 

minor drift in focus: 

 may be clearly 
focused on the 
controlling or 
main idea about 
humans and the 
natural world but 
is insufficiently 
sustained 

 controlling or 
main idea may be 
unclear and 
somewhat 
unfocused 

The response has an 

inconsistent 

organizational 

structure and flaws 

are evident: 

 inconsistent use of 
basic transitional 
strategies with little 
variety 

 uneven progression 
of ideas from 
beginning to end 

 conclusion and 
introduction, if 
present, are weak 

 weak connection 
among ideas 
 

The response 

provides uneven, 

cursory 

support/evidence for 

the controlling idea or 

main idea that 

includes partial or 

uneven use of 

sources, facts, and 

details: 

 evidence from 
sources is weakly 
integrated, and 
citations, if present, 
are uneven 

 weak or uneven use 
of elaborative 
techniques 

The response 

expresses ideas 

unevenly, using 

simplistic language: 

 use of domain-
specific 
vocabulary may at 
times be 
inappropriate for 
the audience and 
purpose 

The response 

demonstrates a 

partial command 

of conventions: 

 frequent errors 
in usage may 
obscure 
meaning 

 inconsistent use 
of punctuation, 
capitalization, 
and spelling 

 

 

 

 

1 

The response may 

be related to the 

topic but may 

provide little or no 

focus: 

 may be very brief 

 may have a major 
drift 

 focus may be 
confusing or 
ambiguous 

The response has 

little or no discernible 

organizational 

structure: 

 few or no 
transitional 
strategies are 
evident 

 frequent extraneous 
ideas may intrude 

The response 

provides minimal 

support/evidence for 

the controlling idea or 

main idea that 

includes little to no 

use of sources, facts, 

and details: 

 use of evidence 
from sources is 
minimal, absent, in 
error, or irrelevant 

The response 

expression of ideas 

is vague, lacks 

clarity, or is 

confusing: 

 uses limited 
language or 
domain-specific 
vocabulary 

 may have little 
sense of audience 
and purpose 
 

The response 

demonstrates a 

lack of command 

of conventions: 

 errors are 
frequent and 
severe and 
meaning is often 
obscure  

 

0 

 

A response gets no credit if it provides no evidence of the ability to [fill in with key language from the intended 

target]. 

 

 

 


